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This volume includes full-color reproductions of drawings and woodblock prints by Japan's most
beloved artist. These landscapes-including his famous views of Mount Fuji- portraits of lovers
and kabuki actors, nature and animal illustrations, as well as scenes of daily life in eighteenth
and nineteenth-century Japan reveal the artist's genius for rendering a wide variety of subjects.
Matthi Forrer discusses in his essay Hokusai's life and lasting popularity while placing his work
within the context of Japanese society and the work of his contemporaries.

From the Inside FlapThis volume includes full-color reproductions of drawings and woodblock
prints by Japan's most beloved artist.
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Hokusai



Carolyn H. Prentice, “An extraordinary artist. A gift for a friend. A book I have enjoyed from a trip
to Japan.”

Louise Galarza, “Excellent. Great book. Highly recommend”

Santiago Garcia, “Beautiful book. Nice quality and info.”

TWG, “Wot odd reviews!. Some previous reviews are strange. "Catfish" apparently reviews the
wrong book (this is not a small volume of mostly black and white prints); others complain about
the text being preoccupied with description of print variations. In fact the prints are beautiful on
lovely paper, and the variations should be of interest for anyone finding other Hokusai prints
outside this book (many run so often as to wear out the blocks).My only quibble is that the
eminent Mr Forrer's English is choppy and a small but pervasive distraction. For instance he has
"oxidated" for oxidized, "deficiency" for defect; and a sentence "No less than three or four
different states have been identified for some of these designs, which testifies to their great
popularity at the time" (meaning, three or four variations are known of some of these, attesting to
their popularity) is typical. I note Forrer's Prestel/Royal Academy book on Hiroshige does not
have these flaws.After browsing this volume for several weeks with morning coffee I just came
across four erotic prints in the rear. Flowing figures completely different from the usual Hokusai
small people battling across landscape. No discussion of print variants here; they were more
limited editions. A delight that illuminates a return to "The Great Wave", contrasting formalisms.”

Ronald Lubet, “Book was delivered on time and in excellent shape. Book was bought used but
was in excellent shape. Prints of woodcuts and drawings quite good.”

Nathalie Ingram, “Beautiful book at a fair price. My artist son loves this book.”

SAC, “The sublime art of landscaping.. The art of landscape painting reaches a pinnacle with
Houkusai.”

freda baxter, “Great book. Bought this to research more works by this designer. Book did not
disappoint. Plenty of good quality pictures with explanations and works that I was unaware of. Of
course includes the Great Wave too.”

Gooner 48, “Excellent value. Packed with delightful prints and drawings , the vast majority being
in colour. Simply put: if you enjoy Hokusai you will enjoy this book, if you love Hokusai you will
love this book. An in-depth naration greatly adds to the beauty of the prints.”



Cheryl I., “Beautiful prints, lots of history. Great book.. Beautiful book, lots of coloured prints and
sketches with explanations for each one. Tells Hokusai’s history - this is a book you could read
over and over again.”

Elizabeth-Anne, “Fascinating. What a beautiful book! Fascinating, excellent descriptions of each
illustration, which are very well reproduced. If you are at all interested in oriental art, (in this case
Japanese) you really must buy this book.”

april, “gorgeous. lovely...hours of pleasure...fantastic present, too...great...”

The book by Tristan Manco has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 73 people have provided feedback.
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